[Immunoenzyme method for demonstrating the antigen and antibodies to the human immunodeficiency virus and its use for the serological examination of different population groups].
An enzyme immune diagnosticum for the detection of the antigen and antibody to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has been developed at D. I. Ivanovskiĭ Institute of Virology of the USSR AMS. The method is based on the principle of competitive analysis using an antiviral conjugate which allows the sera to be tested without preliminary dilution and ensures a high sensitivity of the diagnosticum. The survey for HIV antibody covered 5743 subjects, among them 4898 Soviet citizens predominantly belonging to high risk groups of contracting AIDS infection, and 845 foreigners. No antibody to HIV has been detected in any of the Soviet citizens. Among the foreigners, antibody to HIV were detected in 6 subjects, all of them arriving from different African countries.